FIELD TRIP TO IRELAND –
May 2007

Introduction.
The decision to collect in Ireland in May 2007 was made earlier in 2006 when the committee
put together the 2007 field trip programme. SMLS had never been to Ireland and it seemed
like a good idea at the time! In-house knowledge of Irish mineralogy and sites was limited
and was confined to a few private visits and information gleaned from articles in the UKJMM.
The first priority therefore was to find someone who could advise us of just about everything
we would need to know about organising such a trip, such as sites, permissions,
accommodation and travel, not forgetting what minerals we might find. The answer came at
the Micromount Symposium held in Leicester in September 2006 when we met Nick Peters.
Nick is a long time collector of Irish minerals, particularly fluorite, having lived and worked in
Ireland for a number of years travelling round the country in his frighteningly fast white van.
His knowledge of sites and their owners was invaluable as we came to find out. It turned out
that Nick was also planning to revisit Ireland in May and he agreed to help us plan our trip
and personally accompany and guide us. Over the winter months we firmed up these plans
and agreed on an itinerary that would take us on a north-westerly journey from the Copper
Coast in south-east Ireland (close to the ferry terminal at Rosslare) up to the gold prospects
in Co. Mayo. This journey would take in an underground visit to the Tankardstown mine near
Tramore, the famous open cast/mine sites at Gortdrum, Silvermines and Tynagh and then an
underground visit to the Sheefry mine before hopefully finding gold at Kilgeevor and Croagh
Patrick in Co. Mayo. Accommodation was arranged firstly in O’Shea’s Hotel in Tramore for
the Copper Coast area and then in the Glen Hotel in the Glen of Aherlow (just south of
Tipperary), for visiting Gortdrum and Silvermines. For the sites in Co.Galway and Co. Mayo
we booked accommodation in B & Bs in Oughterard on the shores of Loch Corrib.

An intrepid group of 10 members signed up to come on this trip:– David and Audrey Lloyd,
Peter Hay and Barbara Beasley, Peter Moore, John Pearce, Mike Covil, Tony Lee, David
Aubrey-Jones and Mark Oddy, not forgetting Nick Peters as the eleventh man. We
particularly welcomed David Lloyd as the colleague of the renowned Richard Barstow when
they pioneered collecting at Silvermines and Tynagh in the late 1970s, (see David’s
fascinating diary extracts in the accompanying article which follows this one). The
international flavour of this group must also be mentioned whereby the Lloyds drove up from
their home in Southern Spain and Peter Moore flew in from France to join us.
A record of our trip now follows contributed by our literary (and poetic!) members.
Day 1.
The party gathered in O’Shea’s Hotel in Tramore near Waterford on the evening of Saturday
19th May. Some people came over a day early (in a Force 10 gale) and others had various
travel adventures before arriving in Tramore. It is a minor seaside resort for Waterford and
tends to get somewhat noisy on a fine weekend, (‘Danny Boy’ in the street at 3 o’clock in the
morning!). After an excellent dinner with people drifting in to join the party, not everybody
enjoyed a good night’s sleep.
However, Sunday morning dawned fair and after a (very) full breakfast we set off for the
Copper Coast a few miles to the west of Tramore. It comprises the villages of Annestown,
Bunmahon and Stradbally. The first aim was to visit the restored Tankardstown engine
house and one of the mine adits. After a talk on the history of mining on this part of the coast
by local author Des Cowman (photo 1), we descended a steep gully in the cliffs to the beach.
We were aided invaluably by Ike Wilson from Cheshire who has opened up much of the
above-water parts of the mine and who brought a ladder which not only helped us down the
last near-vertical part of the cliff to the beach, but also then made easy access to the adit
entrance some 10ft up the cliff face. (Photo 2 shows Des Cowman with 2 members of the
group, also a view down the beach towards Bunmahon, where we later moved to look for
botallackite).
The purpose of our visit was not to collect but to see the notable copper stainings of
connellite and langite on the adit walls. Photo 3 shows an example of this with Peter Moore
indicating the depth of the water we had to wade through. In all shades of green and blue
they rival those of Levers Water Mine, and Tresavean in Cornwall. Photographs were taken
by the score, but there was to be no collecting as the displays are too precious. Most
favoured by the cameras were the Waterfall, a cascade of blue and green, and an amazing
pointed bright green stalactite. The climb back up the cliff was a test of fitness (photo 4
shows Ike Wilson holding the ladder and encouraging the group upwards) and after we had
all re-gained the road, we adjourned to the Copper Coast Geopark Centre for much needed
refreshment.
After several copies of Des Cowman’s new book had been bought, we moved on to the cliff
top just short of Bunmahon village. The descent to the beach was much easier and we
began looking for the Stage Lode of the Bunmahon Mine. Unhappily a large cliff fall had got
there first and there were few specimens worth collecting. While most of the group set off
along the shore to the Bunmahon slipway round the headland, Peter Hay and Nick climbed
the fall and found some very modest pieces containing langite and connellite. However
down at beach level John and Tony had discovered a fine exposure of beautiful botallackite
needles (photo 5, a 3mm cavity) which they attacked with such vigour that the wrapping-up
department could hardly keep pace. Even though we had a long journey ahead of us to our
next base at the Glen Hotel in the Glen of Aherlow, it took a lot of effort to tear ourselves
away from the botallackite. Nick was mightily relieved as it had begun to look as though we
would find few specimens on our first day, and quite unreasonably he was feeling
responsible for this. After all, disadvantageous changes can happen at any site, especially
ones at the foot of a cliff.
Peter Hay.

Day 2.
"We will definitely find something", Nick Peters repeated, "we will definitely find something".
The day had started two and a half hours earlier when we drew back the curtains of our hotel
window and were greeted by the sight of the sun lighting the mountains in the Glen of
Aherlow. A mammoth 3-course breakfast followed, putting us in good form for the day’s
exertions. There was even a packed lunch awaiting on our departure.
On this occasion it certainly wasn't a long way to Tipperary! A 20 minute drive took us
through the town, and a few miles to the north was the Gortdrum mine. This proved to be a
vast area with acres of old dumps to explore. The Gortdrum mine closed in 1975, and the
company that now occupies the site is slowly removing the dumps. The rocks are used for
building materials etc. The mine is famous as the only one in the British Isles where mercury
has been produced commercially. Lorries and trucks were everywhere, and at the rate they
appeared to be going there may not be much left in a few years. For now, however, there
was plenty to explore.
Nick first took us to an area where he claimed we were certain to find some cinnabar, a
mercury mineral (HgS), and it wasn't long before he found some. We all rushed over to
admire it, and to check what we were looking for. We learned that the cinnabar typically
occurs as strawberry red micro crystals scattered on dolomite. Nick's advice was to break up
rusty looking lumps with dolomite in them and we all set about the task with great
enthusiasm. Soon the site was echoing to the happy sound of hammers and breaking rocks.
Unfortunately many of the dolomite rich rocks we broke open were barren. A few carried
some lovely small chalcopyrite crystals, and occasionally the odd tennantite crystal. The
cinnabar proved to be more elusive, but eventually everybody got lucky. Under a
microscope the small gemmy red crystals should look spectacular. (photo 6 shows cinnabar
on chalcopyrite, 1mm crystal).
Tiny patches of green malachite were also much in evidence, as were some nice small
crystals of blue azurite. Mark split open a rock where tiny micro crystals of red cinnabar
contrasted beautifully with blue azurite and green malachite, a real fruit cocktail!
The temperature rose rapidly as the morning wore on. With little wind it soon became almost
uncomfortably hot under the clear blue sky. Was this really Ireland? Judging by the strange
collection of hats that appeared, certainly not!
We all ended up at one end of the dump by the bushes, and this area proved to be
particularly rich in cinnabar. Nick seemed to have his eye in, and soon filled two trays with
specimens. David Lloyd found a particularly nice cinnabar on dolomite. Other finds included
a large twin crystal of tennantite to 1cm in a mud filled dolomite cavity with needle quartz
crystals found by myself. One particular oddity was some strange needle crystals on
dolomite with some malachite. Nick thought they were (probably elongated chalcopyrite
crystals.) another form of chalcopyrite, but they had the appearance of chalcocite, and may
be pseudomorphs. (delete)
Soon the call of the Glen hotels’ packed lunch proved irresistible, and gradually we all
wandered with heavy sacks and bags back to our cars. The packed lunch proved to be just
what we needed, but this was slightly spoilt by the occasional dust cloud that descended
whenever one of the trucks passed by!
After lunch we headed for a huge flat-topped dump that strongly resembled ‘Table Mountain’,
the sides having been quarried away. A few brave souls wanted to walk to this, but it was
further away than it appeared and Nick persuaded us that cars were a better option. The
climb up the steep sides proved quite a challenge, particularly as many of the rocks that
would have made good handholds were loose. On reaching the top exhaustion started to set
in, and Nick then explained we were going to have to dig! Apparently there was erythrite and

lavendulan on rocks below the surface. A secret weapon was then revealed by John and
Peter Moore - bought for £1.40 in Tescos on their stop-over in Carmarthan - a pronged
garden hoe! This was used to great effect, enabling one to dig while standing up (photo 7).
The diggers were soon rewarded with pink smudges on rocks (erythrite), and the occasional
spot of blue colour (lavendulan) (photo 8, field of view 5mm). For others the thought of
digging obviously proved too much, and they wandered off to scavenge the top of 'Table
Mountain’. Peter Hay was one of the dedicated diggers, and after 20 minutes or so he was
well rewarded for his efforts. He had found a lovely hand sized specimen smothered in deep
pink erythrite. Other nice pieces of erythrite were found, a notable one coming from David
Lloyd. This had pink crusts of erythrite on blue lavendulan, and was a wonderful contrast
and combination specimen that he generously gave away.
Meanwhile Mark Oddy, one of the scavengers, had managed to find a nice tyrolite, with
radiating sprays of the turquoise coloured crystals to 5mm (photo 9). The Gortdrum mine is
famous for having the largest crystals of tyrolite ever found in the UK. Apparently the main
area where tyrolite used to be found has now been removed, so Mark's find was particularly
good. Peter Hay, having got his fill of erythrite, now turned to scavenging. Investigating the
same area where Mark made his find, he too found some tyrolite.
Photo 10 shows Nick with a grind wheel which proved very useful for trimming large
specimens on site. It was surprising what you could find in Nick’s white van.
It had now turned 4.30pm. Some of the party had already descended the steep slopes of
‘Table Mountain’ to the cars, and the remainder decided to follow. I headed off to catch a
flight from Shannon airport since I needed to be in London the next day due to work
commitments. Nick had been investigating the potential of another dump area where tyrolite
might be found, and the convoy of cars headed after him to try their luck.
So the day came to a close. The weather had been perfect, with hot sun all day, and we had
done much more than "find something"! We had all filled our bags with some excellent
specimens, and for many of us it had been the first time we had collected cinnabar.
David Aubrey-Jones.
Day 3.
Once the full Irish breakfasts had been disposed of, the team set out for Silvermines, one of
Ireland’s best known mining localities. Although the village is only just north of Tipperary, we
had to leave plenty of time for the journey, because………“it’s a long way to Tipperary”.
Boom boom. Yes, folks, the old ones are still the best.
Mining at Silvermines started centuries ago, hence the name of the village. Long after the
old mine, Ballygowan South, was closed, a new lead/zinc deposit at the nearby Mogul mine
was exploited between 1968 and 1982. The most recent chapter in the area’s mining history
was the barite opencast pit at Ballynoe, a couple of miles to the west, although this, too, is
now abandoned. We were lucky to visit all three of these sites, and to collect there, and
even luckier that the light rain which dampened us as we drove to Silvermines miraculously
stopped as we reached the first collecting site.
Ballygowan South was the most productive, the old dumps having copious lumps of a
limonitic gossany material. These contained small cavities and veinlets of bright crystalline
hemimorphite, together with goethite (photo 11 shows Mark and Tony collecting
hemimorphite). A couple of us found bright yellow encrustations of cadmium sulphide (not
greenockite as it was not crystalline), not an uncommon associate mineral in zinc deposits.
Tony found a small crystal of yellow sphalerite, and there were also finds of barite.
At the Mogul mine, the material on the dumps was small, and contained sparse
mineralisation. This is common in recent mines, where the dumps are frequently re-worked
to extract every last ounce of ore. This happened at the Mogul mine before it finally closed,

and the old re-processing plant is still visible, although in a very ruined state. However,
between us we did find some galena and cerussite, and some 5cm lumps of massive pyrite.
Mark found an unusual association of hemimorphite crystals growing on galena.
At the Ballynoe barite open pit, there was not much to collect, although the abandoned
workings were impressive to see. Mike was lucky to pick up a large chunk of jasper, which
will, by now, be gracing his rockery.
After eating our sandwiches (with ham in slices as thick as the bread!), we returned to
Gortdrum to try to improve on our finds of the previous day. In this we were successful, with
Peter Hay finding some tyrolite, and Nick extracting some nice barite crystals. Tony probably
had the best find of the day, a vugh of calcite crystals to 1 cm, covered in small crystals of
cinnabar. This should be spectacular when cleaned and seen under magnification. All of us
managed to find some of the sought-after cinnabar, and also some nice tennantite crystals.
Then it was back to the hotel for dinner, where John attempted a 12 oz steak, and even he
had trouble finishing it.
The limericks:
Mark who lives over in Kent
To Ireland with Sussex he went
He showed us the rock
That we all could knock
Mark Oddy, you’ve been a real gent.
Nick Peters, the man with a van,
Drives round Ireland as fast as he can.
All the quarries he knows,
And down mines he goes,
He really is “Mineral Man”.
Peter and Barbara Hay
Went into a quarry one day.
Pete got out his chisel
In the fine Irish drizzle
And found lots of micros that way.
John Pearce he drives a big car,
And in it he travels afar.
When he’s in a quarry,
Instead of a lorry,
It’s his boot that he fills with fluorspar.
Dave ‘n’ Audrey they came up from Spain,
And went onto a dump in the rain.
He was digging away
For most of the day,
And found the best samples again.
From Cornwall, way over the sea
Came ex-Sussex man Tony Lee.
He loaded his car
With nice cinnabar
That he got in a quarry for free.
A strange sort of fellow was Mike,
He was only along for the hike.
A nice piece of quartz
Didn’t enter his thoughts

It’s boulders that are his great like.
I haven’t thought one up for me.
I’m not egocentric, you see.
So I’ll fly back to Nice
And take off my fleece
This climate’s too chilly for me.
Peter Moore.
Day 4.
On Wednesday morning we settled our bills and set off from our hotel in the Glen of Aherlow
heading North West. On the way to Tynagh we stopped briefly at the nearby offices of the
owner, Priority Drilling, to say hello and offer a bottle of wine as a gesture of appreciation for
allowing the visit. The gates at the vehicle yard at the offices are substantial ornate 3m iron
gates, which had been moved there from the opencast when it closed. Before being moved
to Ireland these gates had previously stood outside the BSA motorcycle factory in the
Midlands until the factory closed.
The Tynagh site is located 1.5 km north of the village of Tynagh, Co. Galway. The former
mine site covers an area of approximately 115 hectares which is broken up into different
sections with the tailings and mill area covering an area of approximately 48.5 ha, the
remainder being a large flooded hole and a vast tip rising to over 30 metres.
The Irish Midlands was once one of the major Zn-Pb provinces in the world. The total
reserves, the majority of which have been exploited, comprise some 160 million metric tones
at an average grade of 7.2 % combined Zn-Pb. Despite the economic importance of these
deposits, there is still significant debate about the genesis of the deposits. Many of the
factors that contributed to the formation of the deposits are known, but in general, it is the
end process of mineralisation that is best understood. Some of the major questions that
remain unanswered are as follows: what was the origin of fluids involved in the
mineralisation, what mechanisms induced flow, and what were the pathways of fluid flow?
A mining lease was issued on 30th July 1963 effective for 21 years from 1st December 1962.
Production commenced in 1965 from the open pit and continued from this source until 1972.
The production of ore from underground sources commenced from the bottom of the open pit
in the early 1970s. The mine ceased operation in 1982 and the mining lease expired in
November 1983. The principal ore minerals present were galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite,
pyrite, arsenopyrite, tetrahedrite and bornite, while the main gangue or host minerals were
barite and calcite. Minor quantities of silver occurred in association with galena and copper
sulphides and some mercury was also associated with copper sulphosalts. Sphalerite
contained minor association with cadmium in a Cd-Zn ratio of approximately 1:200.
The Tynagh deposit produced nearly a million tonnes of lead, zinc and copper before it
closed in 1982. Much of the principal ore was oxidised and apparently huge quantities of the
primary museum-grade minerals such as azurite, malachite, cerussite and native copper
were processed with only a very small amount ever being recovered as specimens for
collectors or museums.
The open-cast is now flooded and many of the tips landscaped and covered in soil and
grass. The few patches the landscapers and fencers have missed on the main tip or the
tailings area have been prolific in the past, but recent developments of a car park and power
station have reduced these areas still further for collecting.
A small part of the main spoil heap remains untouched amidst all the power station
construction and on first appearance looks unpromising with much tarmac scalpings,
concrete and assorted construction waste evident. This tip contained several large blocks of
limestone densely packed with Crinoid Stems. It was from this area that the larger hand
specimens of anglesite, cerussite and barite were found.

The larger area of tailings and the site of the crusher area (which has been prolific) looked
more promising. Whilst it was quickly apparent that the large showy pieces may be harder to
find, a few small hand specimens of azurite were found on this second dump.
Notwithstanding these the site remains a micromounters paradise with the promise of
potential for well over 100 species so far identified, many of them rare arsenates.
The list of minerals recovered on this visit so far as either thumbnails or micromounts
include: azurite, malachite, anglesite, dundasite, cadmium sulphide, greenockite, cerussite,
mimetite, scorodite, olivenite and pharmacosiderite.
We left at 4.30 for the two-hour drive northwest to Oughterard. In contrast to most of our
other journeys, traffic around Galway was very heavy and not dissimilar to driving around
Brighton at 5pm.
Tony Lee.
Day 5.
This was the day we would make a decision whether to go underground at She effry or
climb the exposed mountain Croagh Patrick to look for gold. The weather at breakfast made
the choice easy as it was raining and the forecast was for heavier rain later in the day. At
least it should be dry underground so Sheeffry it was. Sheeffry is the location of a long
abandoned lead-silver mine situated in isolated hilly country in the Sheeffry Hills no less! To
mineralogists the mine is particularly noted for specimens of millerite in calcite and also
wroewolfeite. On the drive to Sheeffry we made a detour to a roadside quarry at Claggan, a
site renowned for good specimens of the rock forming mineral andalusite. There are good
specimens in the Natural History Museum from this site. Andalusite is a pinkish silicate
occurring in a coarse prismatic/columnar form in this quarry. David Lloyd was soon in action
on the near vertical face hammering large hand specimens out for those of us waiting at the
bottom (photo 12 with Nick in foreground)), and after collecting our fill we drove off towards
Sheeffry.
Driving through ‘Joyce Country’ we eventually arrived at the remote location after stopping to
admire the Aasleagh Falls on the way. The weather by this time was very wet with a low
cloud base and Nick initially set us to explore the dressing floors by a stream in the valley.
These proved to be completely barren of everything but sheep dung so we then gathered up
our underground gear - ladders and ropes - and trudged up the 300ft or so of very wet misty
hillside to the one remaining open entrance of the mine. At least it was dry inside! After an
initial reconnaissance we found a winze which Nick said would descend into the stope where
we should find the millerite. A number of our party decided to forego this experience which
left just Peter Hay, Nick and Mark to carry on. We belayed a safety rope to a large boulder at
the level entrance and once Peter had clipped his electron ladder on he pioneered the
descent into the stope. We explored no further than the immediate surroundings as there
were signs of an unstable roof, but lower down the stope we could see ancient stulls
supporting the walls. There was plenty of material available just waiting to be selected, some
blues and greens and pieces with calcite veins, and Nick’s sharp eyes even spotted some
millerite. (photo 13 shows Mark and Peter Hay at the millerite site) We filled a rucksack and
climbed back up and out of the mine to be met by John – our Safety Officer and minder!
David Lloyd was outside searching for material on a (limited?) dump area and after joining
him we then descended the hillside to meet up with the others waiting in their cars. Unknown
orchids were spotted on this descent.
Four of our party then decided to return to base, but while the remainder were cleaning up
from underground we decided on a change of plan as Nick pointed out we were not far from
Kilgeevor where Tony would have a chance of finding some gold as he was leaving us the
next morning. The car park (no less) at Kilgeevor Abbey is a site where Nick promised we
could just pick up potentially gold bearing hand-sized quartz pieces. We arrived at the car
park in now reasonable weather and armed with hand lenses we immediately fell to on the
quartz rubble along one side of the park below a small outcrop (photo 14). Nick very quickly

found some micro gold specks and once the rest of us learnt the type of pieces to scan we all
soon found our own gold – a sense of achievement! On the drive back to Oughterard in
brilliant evening sunshine we could now admire the wonderful hill country in the Murrisk area
of southern Co.Mayo, which we had frustratingly missed (mist?) on the drive up.
Initial examination of the Sheeffry material under the microscope shows that we did indeed
find millerite, some standing proud on calcite, and some dotted with green malachite balls
(photo 15). There is also much pale blue, pearly, flat lying tufts of what may be serpierite.
Some poor opaque blue tabular crystals found may be wroewolfeite, and more interestingly
pale green/blue hexagonal plates may be either chalcophyllite or namuwite?
Mark Oddy.
Day 6.
This was to be one of our big days, the opportunity for the whole party (minus Tony who was
driving down to Cork to pick up Karen prior to a week’s fishing, and Mike who took a day off
to visit Galway and buy a camera – at the end of the trip?) to find native gold. The weather
was back to blue sky and sunshine and we all enjoyed the scenic drive up to Murrisk on the
southern shore of Clew Bay. We had a cup of coffee in the official Croagh Patrick car park
and made plans for our assault on the mountain. Croagh Patrick, Ireland’s holy mountain, is
a magnificent natural pyramidal mountain which dominates the skyline on Mayo’s west coast
rising to a height of 2500ft. It holds a unique place in Irish history being the location St.
Patrick chose for his 40 day fast on the summit, following the example of Christ and Moses.
Pilgrimage to the summit has been carried out for over 1500 years from early Christian times
to the present day, and upwards of 100,000 visitors climb the mountain every year.
In the 1980s a mineral exploration company discovered gold bearing quartz veins on Croagh
Patrick and following the award of an exploration licence they applied for a production licence
after successful appraisal work. After vigorous local opposition to the proposed mining the
Irish government withdrew the exploration licence in 1990 and no subsequent work has
taken place. As a result of the exploration work a number of locations on the flanks of the
mountain are known where micro specimens of gold on quartz matrix can be found lying on
the surface.
Opposite the car park in Murrisk village is a bronze sculpture of the ‘Coffin Ship’ which was
unveiled in 1997 by Mary Robinson, then President of Ireland. This is the National Famine
Monument which commemorates the anniversary of the National Famine over 150 years ago
when the population of Ireland declined from 8 million to 4 million in the space of a very few
years due to starvation and emigration. The monument is located in Co. Mayo as this was
the hardest hit area in all Ireland.
The climb up the mountain looked formidable and Nick, taking into account the ‘tough’ week
some of us had endured, decided we would miss out the summit walk and climb directly to
the lowest of the prospect areas. We set off from Leckanvy across uncharted territory
through fields, across streams, over walls and deep bog until we started climbing the
heathery flanks of the mountain proper. The going was slow but sure – what do you expect
when there’s gold up there?! – and the evermore glorious sight of the blue waters of Clew
Bay – as good as any tropical sea – drove us higher and higher. Peter Moore never
bothered to take a breather as his knees were playing up and he ploughed his own furrow on
a shallower route, but we needed to keep an eye on him in case he snuck up to the gold site
before the rest of us. Eventually we staggered up to Nick’s target site in ones and twos and
sat down amidst the quartz detritus with some relief. It didn’t take long, without even having
to move, before we were picking up pieces with micro speckled gold (photo 16). We
searched around and continued to find more gold including the in situ host quartz vein.
Sitting up on the exposed flank of the mountain meant that we eventually succumbed to a
cold wind and when we noticed showers approaching from the Atlantic we decided
reluctantly to descend to seek warmer conditions. For most of us, together with the previous
day’s collecting at Kilgeevor, this was our first experience of finding gold (photo 17, 1.5mm
diameter) and it was a most fitting conclusion to our first visit to Ireland. But not quite. On

returning to Leckanvy we partook of a most welcome lunch and drink in the local pub (photo
18), where we were kindly invited by the landlady’s son (around 10 yrs old) to come on the
walk next day from Louisberg to Delphi to commemora te the anniversary of a desperate
journey made 150 years ago by the local population seeking food. When they arrived at
Delphi there was no food and most of the travellers never returned home. This put our gold
search somewhat in perspective.
To make up for four of our party missing the visit to Kilgeevor on the previous day, we
decided to return and try our luck once more. The gold was still there and more bags were
filled. This, finally, in a car park! marked the end of the official field trip and we made our way
back to Oughterard to enjoy our last meal and drink together.
Following another excellent restaurant meal we were invited to John and Peter Moore’s B &
B to party (at our age!?) and while some fell asleep, the rest of us enjoyed one more drink
and toasted the marvellous effort that Nick had put into arranging and organising the trip –
and staying with our polyglot crew. David Lloyd had very kindly brought along a selection of
minerals from the Granada area of Spain which he donated to us and the party continued
with a selection of limericks from Peter Hay. – once he had woken up! We said our
goodbyes and retired in the small hours.
Mark Oddy.
NB. That wasn’t quite the end of collecting on this trip. On the following Saturday and
Sunday a small group including Peter and Barbara, David and Audrey led by Nick, went off to
visit various quarries in the Maam Cross area chiefly to collect fluorite. This must be a story
for another time.
Photographs

The mineral photographs, 5,6, 8,9,15 and 17 were taken by John Hall.
The mineral specimens were John Pearce’s except the tyrolite which was provided
by Peter Hay
Photos 2, 3 and 12 were supplied by Peter Moore.
Photos1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16 and 18 were supplied by Nick Peters.
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